HCM 520: Assignment 8
(Individual Presentations and Team Evaluations)

As mentioned in the Team Resource document for this module, there are two last components to complete related to your team project—individual presentations and team evaluations.

One final aspect of large-scale proposals, both in the academic and real world, is a presentation. This presentation allows you the opportunity to interject your own personal interpretations on the information compiled and draw attention to the aspects of the project that you feel are most important to a general audience. Additionally, be sure you read the resources that were provided with regards to creating effective presentations. For this assignment, you are expected to work independently of your teammates, but be sure to use the discussion forum to help develop your ideas more concretely. You will share these presentations with your team, however, by posting them to the Discussion Board as well as submitting to the Dropbox.

The last item related to the team project is to complete a second team evaluation. The link for this evaluation is provided below. Additionally, as mentioned earlier, your individual responses for the evaluation are to remain private. DO NOT post your actual evaluation document to the Discussion Board; ONLY post any additional comments you may have and wish to share regarding the effectiveness of the team.

Follow the link to download the Module 8, Part 2 Evaluation document (Word document saved in a ZIP).

Post all completed teamwork assignments directly into the Discussion Board (presentation, not evaluation) and submit to the Dropbox (presentation and evaluation) with the assignment title; example: Assignment 8 Individual Presentation. Remember, each student must also post a substantial post each module in the team discussions in order to earn credit for team participation.